
Quintessential Roxbury antique with all orig-

inal details intact. Gorgeous rolling fields,

mature trees, stone wall, pool. 4 bedroom

house with additional lot for building or con-

servation. 15 +/-acres. $1,145,000

Perfectly renovated Bridgewater antique. 5

bedrooms, exposed beams, wide plank, floors,

large hearth fireplaces, stone terrace and pri-

vate gardens. 5+/- acres on very quiet country

rd. $1,495,000

Charming Dutch Colonial overlooking distant

Roxbury views. 4 bedrooms, pool, large gour-

met kitchen, sunroom, 5+/-acres. Very private

with a central location close to town and

Washington. $1,295,000

The Gas Station – its finally ready for sale! Bring your ideas or use one of ours. The first drawing shows a renovation of the current building with a

slight expansion. The second shows the Depot completely reinvented with a larger brick building located out at the corner and parking behind. This

would allow for 7500 sq feet of flexible commercial/retail space. Call me with your ideas! $1,500,000.

Stacey Matthews
860-868-9066

matthews@raveis.com
staceymatthews.com

raveis.com
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Best Commercial Space in the Depot!
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Coming Full Square
Written by

JAIME FERRIS

D
uring the winter
of 1959-’60, after
earning a B.F.A. in

painting from the Rhode
Island School of Design, 24-
year-old Robert Cronin was
mopping operating room
floors at Massachusetts
General Hospital weekdays
from 5 to 11 p.m. He was
making $33 a week, almost
half of which went to rent
one room. “No phone, no
radio, but I read a lot of
Dostoevsky,” he recalled.

By day, he created art—12
paintings and 200 drawings
that winter—and his hard
work started paying off.
He was represented by the
Nexus Gallery on Charles
Street, which brought him
about $1,000. But everything
changed on April Fool’s Day,
1960.

“I received a letter from
Cornell University, stating that I was accepted into the
graduate school on a full Cornell Fellowship toward an
M.F.A. in painting … everything paid for, plus a $2,000
stipend to live on,” he recalled.“In the second year I
got a similar Woodrow Wilson Fellowship to complete
my freedom to paint there.”

Had that letter never arrived, Mr. Cronin admits he
probably would have stayed in Boston and established
himself as a Boston artist, rather than as a New York
artist.“I don’t know if I followed the right path, but I
followed my inspiration,” he said from his Falls Village
home Friday afternoon.“By my junior year at RISD
[Rhode Island School of Design] I was interested in
advanced painting. It all took me by surprise.”

He nevertheless followed his inspiration, which led
to a lifelong career in the arts, one that has come full-
circle for Mr. Cronin with an exhibition of his latest
works in The Stairwell Gallery at the Gunn Memorial
Library in Washington.“New Paintings,” featuring the
artist’s latest paintings and works on paper, opens with
a reception Sept. 3 from noon to 2 p.m., and continues
through Oct. 29.

“I had been painting a series of narrative paintings
for quite a while, until four years ago, when I started
focusing on celebrating the brush stroke … and a
renewed embrace of color,” he said.

“I am continuing with my emphasis on color and
placement, but, now, primarily, in the form of four
long brush strokes of color paralleling the sides of the
canvas,” he explained in his artist statement.“At times,
this may suggest an enclosure or a doorway. …

“The relationship of one stroke to another usually
creates an overlap in the corners. I try to disregard the
spatial offerings of what is above and what is below at
these corners and concentrate only on color choices
relevant to the other colors that are there. Corners
become whatever they become,” he continued.“There is
no manipulative drawing fussiness to make little changes
as to what is overlapping what.The full color stroke is
not to be messed with.The spatial whatevers of corner
overlaps seem to always come out just fine, as if all by
themselves.”

While the paintings seem simple in their complexity,
such assumptions could not be further from the truth.
The artist said his original color choices rarely appear in

a finished painting. Each color is chosen carefully “… to
put out of balance the more obvious first relationships.
I then find myself in unexpected territory from which I
must eventually find an equally unfamiliar, but satisfying,
resolve.”

And in many respects, this intricate process for his
latest works is similar to Mr. Cronin’s discovery of art as
a young man.

“I went to school at first for industrial design. I had to
go to Boston College, because that is where my parents
wanted me to go,” Mr. Cronin said, noting that his time
at the institution was short-lived.“I dropped out and
eventually went to RISD.About half way through my
freshman year, one of the art professors came to me and
said,‘You know … you are real fine art material.’

“Fine arts was not a conscious
decision for me, but something that
was suggested to me,” he recalled,
“so I excepted it.”

Unwilling to become a
commercial artist, Mr. Cronin
instead taught art at the college
level—from 1962 to 1980—at
Bennington College, Brown
University, Michigan State,
the School of Worcester Art
Museum, St. John’s University
and Greenwich College, which
he remembers fondly as “a place
where the intellectual curiosity was
magnificent.” He kept his finger on
the pulse of the art world, however.

“At that time, the New York
art scene was the place to be,
and I was surrounded by people
who were already established in
New York City. It was a lucky
experience for me.”

His life changed dramatically
once again in 1980, when he left
studio teaching at the School of
the Worcester Art Museum and
moved to Manhattan to focus
on his art full-time. He was 43 at
the time. By then, his figurative-

abstract paintings evolved into abstract
sculpture, which led to representation by
Gimpel and Weitzenhoffer Gallery and
exhibitions in London, Hamburg, Zurich,
Tokyo, Osaka and Toronto. His work then
grew more narrative in tone in the 1990s,
after moving to Falls Village, in what he calls
his “imaginary narrative figurative work.”

“I just let it fly, and painted what I wanted,”
he said, noting that the unexpected turn to
figurative work was successful in New York
and Connecticut galleries.“But I grew very
disillusioned by people, and I lost interest in
painting them. I felt like an outsider.”

That disenchantment allowed Mr. Cronin
to come full-circle to paint abstract works, this
time more celebratory in their color, brush
strokes and simplicity.

“When other artists were more sexual,
exotic, and violence and social commentary
were all studied with inequity, I turned to
color,” Mr. Cronin said.“If [there is no]
simplicity and color in the world, why not in
my studio?”

Mr. Cronin’s works are collected by the
Brooklyn Museum of Art, National Academy
Museum in New York and the Carnegie
Museum of Art, among others, as well as by
corporate and private collectors.The pieces
to be exhibited in Washington have yet to be

shown until now.
“I’m excited about showing these works,” he said.“I’ve

been working on a series of paintings of circles on the
field of color and, most recently, paintings with four brush
strokes that suggest an enclosure, for several years now.
… They are a celebration of the single brush stroke and
the physicality of it.”

But, the 75-year-old painter admitted with a smile,“I
have no idea where this is going.”

The Gunn Memorial Library is located at 5 Wykeham
Road, opposite the Green in Washington. For more
information and for library hours, call 860-868-7586, or
visit www.gunnlibrary.org. For more information about
Robert Cronin, visit www.robertcroninart.com.

New paintings by Robert Cronin,
pictured above, include “Double
Day,” left, and “Pink Up II,” below,
in contributed photographs.


